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Coil Winding 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA)) RADIATION lABORATORY 

May 15, 1952 to June 159 1952 

MON'l'HL! PROGRESS REPORT Noo 110* 

July 89 1952 

l., BEVATRON 
(AoEaCo Program Noo 9500) 

UCRL-1883 

UNCL\SSIFIED 

Eighty-one percent (143 turns) of the fourth quadrant is now wound; 
and the winding is expected to be completed by Ju."le 25., 

Magnet 

Preparations are being made for the magnet test without pole pieces 
to start on July 15o Because of delays in the model tests for determining the 
final pole tip shape, the fabricator was told to go ahead with·the existing 
shape., However, the steel strike postponed fabrication 9 and advantage is being 
taken of this delay to complete the model testso It no1r1 appears that a shaped 
pole profile rather than the previously planned straight edged pole will be 
required to obtain maximum useful width of fieldo The first samples of the pole 
tip stanchions (nickel cast-iron) received from Mare Island Shipyard were found 
to be magnetic, but it appears that improved foundr,y practice may correct this 
trouble., 

Vacuwn System 

Mare Island has started fab:t"ic:ation of the stx·a.ight tanks, and the 
first tank will probably be completed by September 1., Hycar samples of the 
curved tank gaskets received approxime.tely t·w-o years ago are deteriorating due 
to oxidationo Several alternatives being considered for reducing this oxida.= 
tion a.re a shorter cure period for the hycar or t.."le application of 11 Blackou1;!i 
plastic coating or of a lubricant to the hycar surfaceso 'rhe filler frame 
(for supporting the vacuum tank in the area left unsupported by the smaller 
pole tips) -v1ill be redesigned from the present alumtnum casting to :t"educe 
eddy current heatingo 

Inject,or 

A mercury diffusion pump 1t1ill be used for the ion gU.."'lo The su.i.tc~bili ty· 
of' oil diffusion pumps for the linac 'W'ill be deter-mined during the initial opera= 
tional testso The ion gun enclosure is now being buil'f:,o 

~--~--------------~--~------~------------------------------------------Previous report UCRL-1844 ~N•Jo 109) 
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2o 184.-INCH CYCLOTRON OPERATION 
(AeEoCo Program No., 5741) 

UCRL-1883 

UNClASSIFIED 

The cyclotron was used for research experiments approximately 94 per
cent of the 515 hours that the crew was on quty., The time distribution was as 
follmoisg 

Operation for customers 
Electrical troubles 
Mechanical troubles 
Power shutdown 
Other 

Total 

485 .. 5 hours 
8.,5 

10.,5 
6 .. 0 
5 .. 0 

515.,5 hours 

94.,2 percent 
lo6 
2.,0 
1.3 
0.9 

100.0 percent 

3o 60-INCH CYCLOTRON OPERATION UNCLASSIFIED 
(Operated by the University of California) 

In general the operation of the 60-inch cyclotron during this month 
was good., The schedule has been cut back from 32 to 28 month days per week 
because of the impending decrease in bombardment requests due to vacation in~ 
activity., 

4o SYNCHROTRON OPERATION 
(A.,EoC., Program No., 5731) 

UNCLASSIFIED 

During this month the synchrotron was brought back ~o operating con= 
ditiono The main process which accomplished this was the replating of all the 
quartz sections., Each of the seven (the rf section was not changed) was sand
blasted and sprayed with a single coat of silver paint., As soon as the machine 
was put together again, a beam was found, and it was rapidly worked up to a 
good operating condition., Consequently, as the month ended, experiments were 
beginning againo 

Previous to the above-mentioned operation~ it was impossible to get 
a satisfactory beam at full magnet voltage (full electron energy)., Whereas 
there was no such indication of the trouble 9 it seems now that the coating was 
mainly responsible., 

5., LINElR ACCELERATOR AND VAN DE GRAFF OPERATION 
{A.,E.,C., Program No., 5751) UNClASSIFIED 

The second electron magnet of the linear accelerator has been con
strt.roted and is ready for installation., The power supply for the unit is "being 
constructed~ When installed, just behind the present electron magnet1 it will 
allow less exit electron error in the current cqil beam monitor., 
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A microvolt sensitive amplifier is now ready for test» in plac:e of 
the previous millivolt sensitive unit. This vill permit beam current resolu= 
tion to the microvolt noise level within th£ shield of the current coil. 

A simple error signal runplifier is in the test stage for the rf 
monitor systemD This two tube amplifier allows accuracies comparable to the 
slide back volt meter in this application. 

Statistics 

Running time 
Maintenance 
Repair 

Film Program 

87 percent 
5.5 percent 
7.5 percent 

6. EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS 
(A.E.C. Program No. 5211) 

UNCLASSIFIED 

Spall Analysis. Using the occurrence of a "hammer" at the end of 
tracks to identify the spall as Lig or B8, a range-radius of cn.1.rvature analysis 
has revealed that many of the spalls are bent in the m;:tgnetic field with less 
than their maximum charge. Five loci are identifiable as Li-.3, Li2ll B5 9 B49 and 
B3. In addition, many short range hammer tracks are found which doubtless are 
tracks of spalls carrying even smaller net chargeso From the loci obtained 
range-energy curves can be constructed for lithium and boron isotopeso 

The microscope measurements of the spallation products of Be and C 
under bombardment with 330 Mev protons have been completedo Many target ele= 
ments have now been run in the cyclotron with proton.~~ deuteron and alpha= 
particle beams. A new piece of apparatus has been built and several runs have 
been made on the angular distribution of the spallation productso 

Other Projects. Activity is continuing on a number of other projeets 9 

Which ho~rever have not yielded new data for reporting at this time. They in~ludez 
negative meson production and behavior, studies of meson production9 meson masses 
and the energy balance in meson decay, large angle meson scattering9 high energy 
beta spectra, high energy electron processes, and diffraction and coulomb scat,= 
tering of high energy protons • 

..QlQ.yd Chamber 

A run using the ~tograph cloud chamber has been mad.eo Neutrons from 
a target in the proton beam were collimated out through the meson hole and into 
the cloud chamber, which contained hydrogen. The purpose of this experiment was 
to determine the energy spectrum of the neutronso The piGtures were of satis= 
factory quality and are now being measuredo 
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Drawings for a new· high pressure (35 atmospheres.) continuously sensitive 
cloud chamber are being checked and are ready to go into the shop .. 

Film is being read and results tabulated for the experiment conce1~ed 
with 270 Mev neutron-induced stars in oxygen., Film is also being read for the 
small angle n~p scattering experiment., 

Proton-Proton Scattering at Reduced Energies (160 to .2.50 Mev) 

One run has been made at the cyclotron using reduced energy proton 
beam., The proton beam energy was attenuated by being passed through lithium 
absorbers, as is the usual practice., The beam energy came out somewhat lower 
than was expected~ and the reason for this is still under investigation.. It 
is not certain that possible leaks in the cans which contain the lithium could 
not have caused weight changes in the absorbers .. 

The liquid hydrogen target behaved very satisfactorily., 

Comparisons were made between the ion chambers and the l"ara.day cup., 
These were not completely satisfactory. The two ionization ohambersused differ 
significantly from each other, and the reason for this difference is still tmder 
investigation., Aside from this difference there was too much irregular drift 
in the Faraday cup and its electrometer., If a vibrating reed electrometer is 
available, the comparison will probably be repeated in the future~ with greater 
precision and certainty., The present results agree with results of two years 
ago to about three percent, however there is good reason to attempt better 
precision in the future., 

Total Proton-Proton Scattering Cross Section (345 Mev) 

The parts for the liquid hydrogen target ha~e been completed ahead 
of schedule thanks to excellent cooperation from the Engineering Depa.rtment 
and the Shops.. The target is to be assembled and vaGu~tested in the near 
future, within the structure of Cook's original liquid hydrogen targeto 

Effects of Chemical Binding on the Stopping Power of Substances for High 
Energy Protons 

This work is virtually completeo A short run. to check a few doubt= 
ful substances will be made soon., A final report should be issued within the 
next two months., 

Neutron Time of Flight 

Time of flight instrumentation is completed and testedo A single 
pulse of neutrons can be obtained for either 180

8
Mev deu~eron stripping or 

345 Mev proton exchangeo Pulse is about 2 x 10= saGo 'W.l.de at the ba&2'eo 
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Ratio of Charged Nesons from Carbon Bombarded by Hi~&l..}~eutrons 

Experiments are being continued on the: ratio of charged mesons from 
carbon bombarded b,y a 280 Mev neutron beame The solid angle for the time of 
fli.ght detectors has been increased by joining scintillation counters in ~r
allel.. Eighteen photo tubes and scintillators are being u.s:ed.. The parallel 
arrangements have not decreased the efficiency or time resolution of the indi= 
vidual counters.. The counters are placed t;Ho meters apart and a magnet.ic 
channel is placed midwayo The magnet is a physica]_ly small water-cooled 
system, having 8 in ... pole faces, swced by J incheso A maximum field of 104. 
gauss is obtained so' that the mesons are deflecd~ed through 4.5°o With the 
apgaratus set to observe 60 Mev mesons ± 20 Mev leaving a carbon target at 
15 to the neutron beam, 6 rr- mesons per minute have been observedo Acci~ 
dentals and coun.ts with zero magnetic field were about 2 percent., Reversing 
the field for rr+ mesons, the rate was approximately twice backgrotmd, so that 
the n-/rr+ ratio is uncertain but largeo Earlier measurements at this Labora= 
tory had given Tl/rr+ = J, at this angle, but i~ is fairly sure this value is 
~~ong because of uncertain background in the rrT rneasuremento 

Nuclear Cross-Sections for Elastic and Inelastic Collisions for 280 Mev Neutrons: 

Further data during the last month have given an improving picture of 
the angular distributions of neutrons scattered from carbon» aluminum, copper 
and leado Total elastic scattering cross sections appear to be complementary 
to the measurements of attenuation cross sections u~ing poor geometryo The 
inelastic cross sections (poor geometry) are larger than the elastic cross sec
tions and comprise about 2/3 of the total cross section for neutrons of this 
energy. 

Attempts to measure p-n scattering for very sma]_l neutron angles 
utilizing this same apparatus are being madeo The results at present are not 
reliable enough to warrant quoting._ 

The Triton Reaction (E._+ d~1l!" + ~) 

Better data obtained in this monthWs run enable a fairly certain 
identification of the triton proeesso After eo CD2=G difference was obtained 
at a pair of correlated angles predicted by conservation of energy and momentum; 
the followi:ng tests were made and the difference observed to dh:appearg (1) 
Co-planarity.. One telescope was lowered below the plane formed by the beam 
axis and the line from the target to the other telesGopeo (2) Angular Correla= 
tion.. While one telescope remained fixed~ the o't,her telescope was moved a1~ay 
from the correlated angle.. (3) Energy Correlationo Enough absorber to stop 
a particle of the expected energy was added to either telesoope.. (4) Velocity 
Correlation.. Because the triton telescope is much farther from the target t.hal1 
the pion telescope (by a factor of ten),\1 the triton time of flight can be 
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measured. When delay lines to compensate for this time of flight (thus s~rnchro= 
niztng the telescope pulses at the coincidence circuit,) are added, the :maximmn. 
CD2-c difference is obtained. When an additional section of delay line which 
is larger than the resolving time of the coincidence circuit is added or sub= 
tracted, the CD2-C difference disappears. This test not only checks the 
velocity of the particles in the triton telescope, but also shows the process 
being observed is correlated in time. 

7. THEORETICAL PHYSICS 
(A.E.C. Program No.· 5211) 

UNCLASSIFIED 

Higher order corrections to the nuclear force have been calculated 
for the pseurl.oMalar meson theory with pseudoscalar coupling. These correction~ 
are large enough to invalidate perturbation procedures. 

A classical model for the motion of the nucleon spin in a meson field 
is being studied in detail. 

Work continues on bevatron pole tip design. 

The study of exchange current effects in phote=deuteron processes 
is continuing. 

The high energy scattering properties of meson theoretic potentials 
are under-investigation. Saturation properties are also being considered. 

Work on polarization effects in. high energy p=p scattering is being 
concluded. 

Mark I Operation 

8. THE MoT oA. PROGRAM 
(A.E.c. Program No. 9200) 

SECRET 

On May 19 a 1 milliampere proton beam at A~,l2 gradient was obtained 
from the Mark I accelerator. The measured beam current was lower than the 
actual beam current since the four inch Faraday cup u.r~ed for current measure= 
ments collects ions from only a small portion of the beam area. Also, the 
focusing magnets in the last few drift tubes were not opsrating at the de= 
signed flux, which allowed the beam to diverge. Beam energy is being de
termined qy measurements of range of the accelerated particles in various 
materialso 

During the previous week the tank vol ta.ge rose steadily to 20o 5 
million volts with all drift tube magnets functioningo At this point serious 
sparking developed between the Number 0 and the Number 1 drift tubeso Af'ter 
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the first spark it was impossible to re-excite the tank to the 20.,5 million 
volts., It was thought that a crack or some other local source of ions had 
developed in the surface of either the drift tube Number 1 or 0., In an attempt 
to remedy the sparking conditions· ~11 drift tube magnets were de-energized and 
several gases~ including air, helium and hydrogen~ were added to the vesselo 
It was found that the addition of hydrogen decreased and sparking frequency 
sufficiently to allow the rf voltage on the tank to re.ach 19., 5 million volts o 

At this point the magnets were again excited whereupon the tank voltage rose 
to 20 million volts when sparking again occu:rredo After senrera,l such cycles 
it was decided to hold the voltage at 19 million volts and attempt to get a 
beamo 

The addition of hydrogen to the vessel caused numerous fine cracks 
to appear on the vacuum surface of the viewing ports., To prevent the weakened 
glass ports from collapsing~ vacuum tight lucite windows were installed on the 
air side with provision made to evacuate the space between the lucite and the 
glass., 

Mark I Repairs and Modifications 

The accelerator was operated until June 9 when it was shut dol.\m for
repairs, and for certain modifications and changes to achieve steadfer opera.= 
tion and to reduce sparking., The major repair jobs include elimination of the 
remaining vacuum leaks in the vessel, installation of larger beam measuring 
devic~es, improvement in the operating efficiency of the entire pumping system 
and the thorough cleaning of all drift tubeso Other changes planned while the 
vessel is inoperative include additional diffusion pumps 9 installation of 
internal cooling coils in diffusion pumps 9 to the extent that time permitf;o 
and improvements in the liquid nitrogen control system.. Drift tubes Nu."llber•~ 0 9 

1 and 2 will be repaired, including a complete surface :r"e~·cleaning., New bol"b 
tubes for Number 0 and Number 1 tubes for later installation will be pl.'epare<d 
and the designs will proceed on a revised shape for new drift tubes Numbers 0 
and 1 to be faced with molybdenum or other new surface materia1o The final 
design and surfacing will depend on further tests on the XC cavity and ~-rk I 
operationo Since past operation indicates that the be<a.m r.::hara.cteristics can 
be studied at proton gradient without rapid spark damage to drift tube su.rfac:e~ 9 
it is not planned to withhold vessel operation until the molybdenum face drift 
tube shells are fabricatedo 

A new vacuum lock will be installed at the bea.m exit to permit an 
18 inch by 18 inch target with graphite button facing to be used in studying 
the beam profileo The beam current pick-up produced in the graphite butt.ons 
will roughly indicate the beam area intensity distribution and beam current., 
A more acc~~ate target and beam monitoring device is also being developed., 
The spark damage between drift tubes Numbers 0 and 1 is thought to be the 
result of the time delay in dumping the st;ored energy in the vessel with the 
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present erowbaro The addition of a second spark gap at the front end may 
eliminate or reduce this problemo The governing item in the determination of 
the total shutdown time is the installation of a large test target and precessoro 

Vacuum Studies with B-1 Cavity 

The B=l cavity has been operated suecessfully with the mercur,y diffu
sion pump baffles cooled to ~6oo C instead of the usua.l liquid nitrogen tempera= 
ture of -196° Co The quantity of mercury that back streams past the baffle is 
n9t known but this quantity has not been found to increase the sparking proble:m.o 
If it is possible to cool the mercury diffusion pump baffles at tempera tm:oes 
higher than liquid nitrogen the quantity of liquid nitrogen needed for cooling 
on Mark I and A=12 can be substantially reduced with a considerable financial 
saving so 

Heat Loads on Targets 

A new series of calculations of the heat loads on the primary and 
secondary targets have been madeo The earlier calculations were made b.1 fol= 
lowing a path of an isolated deuteron, with 170 Mev added for each fission 9 and 
if a proton was formed, by following it until it suffered ionizationo This 
procedure~ however, neglects secondary reactionso The new calculations have 
been approached from the standpoint of a heat and mass balance around the 
primary and secondary targetso The new calculation of the heat load for 190 
Mev deuterons gives a total of 200 Mev per deuteron in the primar,y and 110 Mev 
in the secondaryo The same calculation done for 350 Mev deuterons employing 
the best extrapolated numbers gives a heat load in Mev per deuteron of 470 for 
the primary target and 225 for the secondary o This primary heat load is approxi= 
~~tely 30 percent gr~ater than that previously calculatedo 

Angu1ar Djstribution of Neutrons from Moderated Targets 

A series of measurements have been made of the angular distribution 
of neutrons from moderated primary 9 and moderated primary plus secondary targE1tso 
In these measurements a long boron trifluoride counter encased in paraffin was 
usedo The primary target was composed of 3 foot by 3 foot slabs of 1/16 inch 
thick uranium and 3/32 inch thick polyethylene and contained 1 inch of uraniurr 
(16 uranium slabs)o The secondary target consisted of 3 foot by 3 foot slabs 
of 1/2 inch thick uranium and 3/32 inch polyethylene with the equivalent of 4 
inches of uranium,(eight slabs)o These targets were placed in the cave of the 
cyclotron and bombarded with deuteronso A raditllJl-beryllium source was used to 
calibrate the countero The angular distribution of neutrons detected from the 
primary target alone was almost symmetrical and ga.ve an average yield of lo '1 
neutrons per deuterono The yield for the primary plus secondary gave lo8 neutrons 
per deuterono In both cases the results are lower than expected but can be 
explained on the bases that neutrons of energy over 20 Mev are not detected9 and 
furthermore there is a considerable number of stripped neutrons from the targeto 
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Measurements were also made on a thin target 1/8 inch thick and 5 inches square., 
This measurement was made to determine the dj.fferential cross section for pre= 
ducing 1 neutron., The cross section was found to be .38 barns., 

Absorption of Lattice Neutrons bY the A-12 Prima~ Target 

The problem of estimating the production and heating in the A-12 
primary target due to the capture of neutrons from the lattice is being studiedo 
Because of the complexity of the geometry~ the calculations must be approached 
qy methods of approximation., Involved in the calculations is the solution of 
the t.hree g:roup diffusion equations for a multiplying latticeo Thus fa.r the 
calculation is quite tentative and it is hoped that it may be refined somewhat 
without making the work prohibitiveo The loss coefficients obtained from this 
calculation are similar to those used until now., However, closer estimates of 
the production, heating and losses due to the target will be possibleo 

Water Blanket Measurements 

Measurements reported earlier on the effect of a water blanket between 
the lattice and the vacuum vessel on production has been extendedo In these 
measurements metal foils are placed within the uranium rods exposed to the 
neutron flux and counted to measure the plutonium production., When sufficient 
foils are counted a measure of the production may be obtained by integrating 
over the assembly., In this manner the production as a function of water bla.nket 
thickness is detenninedo 

Other Target Studies 

The following studies are also being made., The large MnS04 ta.uk fo:r 
use in determining the total yield from targets of large cross section will be 
available for u.se in about two weekse Rather than depend on the intergration 
of angular distribution obtained with the boron-trifluoride counter, the tank 
method will be used for determining the total yield., The spectrum of neutrons 
from ~hin uranium targets bombarded in the energy range from 1/2 to 2 Mev is 
being investigated in collaborati.on with the Cloud Chamber Group., Work on ths 
energy and angular distribution of high energy protons from deuteron bombard= 
ment, particularly of beryllium and uranium using the proportional teleseope9 
is continuingo Some difficulty with the gating circuit has made analysis of 
the da-ta somewhat more difficult than it should beo These results will be 
reported later., 

S~llation and Fission Yields 

9., CHEMISTRY 
Part A. 

(A.oEoC., Program No. 5311) 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Work is in progress on the measurement of yield distributions of 
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tantalum and of sil-ver bombarded with 340 Mev protonso Values have been 
obtained for ten nuclides from tantalum fissiono Hafnium has been separated 
by ion exchange» but the decay curve has not been resol vedo Se·ven elements 
have been separated from the silver targets, but the data have not yet been 
evaluatedo 

El.$Ctromagnetic Radiations of Ni39 

The bent crystal spectrometer has been used to examine the electrOco 
magneti~ radiations of Np239o Thirteen plutonium L x-rays and plutonium Ka1 
and Ka2 were observed, as well as gamma rays of 6lo8 and 57o6 kevo Two other 
weak lines may be gamma rays or second order reflections of the K x-rayso 

) Decay of Bi210 

. A sample of the long-lived isomeric st~lt.A of Bi210 was purified of 
Po21° and then a],.lowed to stando A. subsequent milking of P·o210 showed that 
one nucletw decays to Po210 for approximately 350 that decay by alpha emissiono 
Thus the rate of decay to Po210 corresponds to a half-life of MJ x 108 yearso 

If this decay is by direct beta decay, the spin change is probably 
4, and the long=li.ved state is the ground state with spin 4o If the long= 
lived state :!.s the excited state, it mu~;~t have a spin much greater than .4. and 
the decay is primarily isomeric transition to RaE, followed by beta decayo 

Absorption Spectrum of NdF3 
I 

Fourteen lines have been observed in the absorption spectrum of NdF3 
at room temperatureo The powdered NdF3 was mounted in a cell of Oo005 inch 
thickness mixed with CS2o 

.Rg.diation Cheln.istry of Organic Materials 

More complete data have been obtained for the yields of gas fractions 
from n=octyl ~nd n-decyl alcohols irradiated in the cyclotrono Ethylene is 
formed in higher yield than ethane, while the higher saturated hydrocarbons are 
formed in yields two to three times the corresponding unsaturated oneso 

Preliminary values have been obtained for the yi.elds from radioly~_sis 
of di=isopropyl ether» and they agree in order of magnitude with those predicted 
from the mass spe~trometer pattern of this substance~> · 
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CHEMISTRY UNO IASSIFIED 
Part B 

(AoEoCo Program Noe 5311) 

Metals and High Temperature Thermodynamics 

Work is in progress on t.he following problemsg 

Determination of the vapor pressure of tine 
2o A summary of gaseous hydroxides has been written and 

issued as report UORL-183lo 
Thermal conductivity of gaseso Report UCRL-1852 has 
been issuedo 

4o Gaseous moleculeso 
5. Gaseo~q axideso 
6o Refraotorieso 

Basic Chemistry 

The following problems are under investigationg 

lo Themodynamics of rheniumo 
2o The hydrolytic polymerization of zirconiumo 
3o Thenuodynamics of indiumo 
4o Heats of complexingo 
5o Studies in non-aqueous solventso 
6o Themodynamics of s2o3- o 
7o Rare earth fluorideso 
8o Potential of the Ru04- - Ru04 couplee 

CHEMISTRY 
Part C 

(AoEoCo Program Noo 6400) 

UNCLASSIFIED 

Organic biochemistry~ animal biochemistr,y~ and plant biochemistry 
research problems have been investigated in the past montho In the animal 
biochemistry studies an apparatus for the determination of breath carbon-14 
dioxide eliminated by rats injected with labeled compounds has been developed 
and used in a number of experiments on the e£fects of drugs on metabolism 
processeso This apparatus permits the continuous measuring of activity in 
the breath and the data is plotted directly on a recorder chart. The results 
may be easily integrated with a polar'planimeter to give total carbon-14 
exhaled for any time inte~ralo 

The work on the ~?=cholesterol (lithosterol) content of samples of 
normals and atherosclerotic: patientsg serum has continued with both synthesis 
of the compounds and plans for feeding of the material to animalso 
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The synthesis of high specific activity leucine=J-cl4 has been re= 
approachedo The present preparation has now been thoroughly checked and yields 
as high as 40 percent are expected in the current worko Other carbon~l4 labeled 
compounds prepared in the last month include choline 9 acetyl choline 9 sodium 
isobutyrate, sodium acetate, sodimnformate, and methyl i.odideo Several isotope 
effect experiments are being done in an active program of improvement of assay 
techniques for carbon-1L1 is •1nderwayo 

The search for photosynthesis intermediates~ espeGially for four 
carbon carboxylation products other than malic acid~ has continued in pl~J1t 
biochemistryo A previously unidentified glucose phosphate spot on paper chre= 
matograms of algae has been identified as uridine~ and it is almost certain 
that soma inosine is presento These nucleotides are apparently fairly impor= 
tant in photosynthesis, but their exact function is not yet knowno The in-· 
fluence of chemicals on carbon dioxide fixation has been investigated with 
aminopterin and aureo~cino The first of these two materials does not effect 
carbon dioxide fixation rates materially, but the latter apparently accelerates 
fixation in the light. 

Tracer Studies 

lOa MEDICAL PHYSICS 
Part A 

(AoEoCo Program Noo 6400) 

UNCLASSIFIED 

Studies upon the effect of calcium EDTA upon plutonium metabolism 
in rats have been completed and are being prepared for public;ationo Studies 
upon the effects of fission products in monkeys are being c:ont.inued. 

An investigation of the effect of high energy alpha·=particles upon 
normal rat plasma has been initiatedo 

Radioautography 

Work is in progress on the autopsy material from the fission prod~t 
animals, rats and monkeyso Thyroid autographs with rl31 from the control 
monkey are being completed. 

Radiation Chemist;r 
• 

Methods have been developed for the determinat.ion of hydrogen peroxide 
and organic peroxides in bombarded acetic acid solutionso The data show a 
linear relationship between hydrogen peroxide and the· total energy absorbedo 
No organic peroxides could be detected. Several additional non=volatile aci.d. 
products have been identified b,y co-chromatograph techniques and by melting 
point determinations. Gas analyses have been obtained for certain bombardma:nt 
conditions. 
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ME:DIGAL PHYSICS 
Part B 

(AoEoGo Program Noo 6400) 

Biological Work with the 184-inch Gzclotron 

UCRL-1883 

UNGLASS IFIED 

Experiments were conducted on the effects of high energy deuterons 
on the pituitary a.nd hypothalamic regions of rats. It was shown that rats 
receiving 20,000 rep ~.o the pituitary developed an anemia several months after 
irradiation which was reflected in partially decreased blood volumeo Thi.s 
observation adds to the data on hand concerning the role of the pituitary on 
hemopoiesiso 

The body wa+~r of a few obese rats which received 5~000 rep of 
deuterons in the hypothalamic region was tested six months after exposure to 
radiationo The tritium dilution technique was employedo The body water was 
found to be normalo Most of the weight gain of the ra.diated animals can be 
thus attributed to increase in body fato 

Biological Effects of Radiation on Micro-organisms 

New soft x-ray equipment was installed and is now operatingo This 
will enable us to test the behavior of ~ast and bacterial survival curves a.t 
vary high doses and at high dose rateo New data were obtained on the haploid 
yea,st survival curve at high doses. 

Instrumentation 

The multiple scintillation counter apparatus is being used routinely 
now to obtain distribution of gamma emitters in the human bodyo Two patients 
were used as subjects in an experiment to determine the size and location of 
th~ir spleenso They were given a small dose of radioactive colloidal goldo A 
few minutes after the ioVo injection a definite image of the spleen •~s obta.ined9 
the liver image proved to be brighter than that of the spleen~ probably due to 
the greater mass of the livero 

Effects of Altitude on the Life Span of the Red Blood Cell 

A study of the life span of red ~lood cells in rats subjected to higb 
altitude stress has been carried outo The life span of the red cells was meas= 
ured using the technique of labelling the hemoglobin with radioactive carbon 
(cl4) in the form of glycineo 

The observations showed that the red cells formed during the first 
· few days of exposure to high altitude appear to be of two typesg some normal 

and others probably imperfect with a considerably shortened life spano Wh~n 
an animal has become acclimatized to high altitudes.!! the red cells present ha_.'ll'fl 
a normal life spano 



Nucleic Acid Studies 

UCRIF188.3 
UNCLASSIFIED 

In a previous report it was noted that the repeated injection of 
various homologous tissue fr~ctions increased the desoxypentose nucleic acid 
(DNA) turnover in the livers and spleens or A strain miceo Embryo mash given 
repeatedly to irradiated mice relieved the severe depression of DNA turnover 
caused by irradiationo It was suggested that these preparations administered 
after irradiation might improve the survival or mice~ presumably b.r stimulating 
mitosiso 

Two preliminary post irradiation survival experiments have been made 
and show a significant differential of protection between mice receiving saline 
and those receiving embryo extracto 

Male A strain mice were irradiate4 with 840 r x-rays and divided i.nto 
two groupso The control group received saline while the other group received 
the extract from approximately Oo 7 gm embryonic tissue divided in 10 doses.o 

An experiment was performed to test the effect of heterologous serum 
(human) on the DNA turnover and post irradiation survival of mi~eo Stroud and 
Brues found that dog plasma injection prior to irradiation partially protects 
mice while it is not effective if given after irradiationo (Reported~ Stroud~ 
AoNo, and Brues, AoMo g Federation Proceedings JJ,, 155~ 1952) o 

Human serum (Ool5 cc daily for 7 days intraperitoneally) was found 
to markedly increase the DNlt specific activity in the livers of 20 mice a.s 
compared to 20 controls o However 9 when the serum was given to a group of 24 
irradiated mice (840 r) they showed no increased survival compared to the 
saline control groupo 

It would thus appear from these preliminary experiments that the 
mechanism of mitotic stimulation (increased DNA turnover) is different in the 
case of homologous tissue extract and heterologous serum injectionso The 
former is effective after irradiation while the latter is nota 

Equipment Development Group 

llo HEALTH CHE11ISTRY 
(AoEoCo Program No. 5311) 

UNCLASSIFIED 

lo Work continues on preparation for processing a highly active 
Canadian pile-bombarded sample at the end of Jul.yo A partial 
description of the equipment was given in the progress report 
for December 15, 1951, to January 15 9 1952o Another Canadian 
pile-bombarded sample was received during the present period 
and processed in the equipment set 1ip in thlfll 2 in!~h les.d ~ave 
and auxiliar,y pieceso 
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UNC IASSIFIED 

2o Equipment has been prepared for the second phase of processing 
the americium rndlked from plutonium slug-type cows received 
from Los Alamos., 

3o Work has been done on equipment for recovering americium from 
barrels of solution from Hanfordo 

4o Equipment is being readied for recovering neptunium from 
materials received from Hanfordo 

5., Ten gloved boxes have been provided by the Berkeley Box group., 

During this period the following two incidents occurred~ resolution. 
of which was effected by members of Health Chemistry and other interested partie1~g 

Decontandna tion 

An area. became contaminated subsequent to high-pressure spraying of 
plutonium in a solution being heated within a gloved box., This material forced 
its way through seams of the box., The room has been decon'tamina"t;,ed and is 
awaiting completion of necessary work to be done by the craftsmen., The plu= 
tonium has been recovered from the box in which it occurred., No jeopardization 
of health of personnel occurred because of this incident., 

Curium contamination was detected.around the 60-inch cyclotron area., 
It was thought to be due to contamination of the vacuum line system., The areas 
l-Tere decontaminated and modifications in the equipment used in the bombardment 
of sizeable quantities of highly active a.lpha emitters are beir.g made to ins'O.r.e 
prevention of reoccurrence., 

12 o PLANT AND EQUIPMENT RES TR IC '!'ED 

Chemistrv 1aboratorv Building4 {Program Noo 9500o 5-424-1002) There has been 
no further progress on the Chemistry Laboratory Building, as no approval has yet 

. been made on the preliminary plans o 

Bevatron Instruments (Program Nos 9500o 5-424-9001) Winding is approximately 
90 percent completeo The Injector System~ including the Linear Accelerator and 
Ion Gun, is approximately 10 percent completes In the Control Room racks for 
instruments and control circuits have been installedo 

Animal Houseo (Program No., 9600o 6-424-9007) Paving and landscaping arott.."ld 
the Animal House has been eompletedo 

Radiological Laboratory at the UoCo Medical Cantero (Program Noo 9600-. ~424=9008) 
Plans for the acoustical treatment of the accelerator room have been completed anli 
an order will be placed within the next ten dayso 



ffiOGRAM 
NOo 

9500 Bevatron 

Operations 

2000 lifo T oA o 

JOOO Weapons Research 

5211 Physics Research 
Experimental Physics 

Th~oretical Physics 

Photographic Film Detectors 

5261 Applied Physics Research 

Mark III Cyclotron 

Chemistry Research 

5311 Basic Chemistry Research 9 
Part A. 

M!lN-NONTHS EFFORT REPORT 
Scientific Personnel 

SUBDIVISION 

Miscellaneous 

Design and Development 

General 

Cloud Chamber 
General Physics Research 
Instrument for General Use 
Magnetic Measuring 

General 

General 

Electron and X-C Models 

Chemistry of Heavy Elements 
Nuclear Properties of Heavy Element Isotopes 
Transmuta·tions with 184-ino and 60-ino Cyelotrons 
Analytical and Services 
Special Chemistry Development 
Mass Spectroscop,r~ Beta Ray Spectroscopy 
Instrument Development and Services 
X-Ray Crystallographic Measurements 
Health Chemistry Research 

MAN-MONTHS 
EFFORTS 

5o 59 

68o20 

18o82 

12ocn 
4lo99 
2o84 
1o78 

llo43 

15o89 

Jo67 
8o04 
7o45 

18o99 
loOO 
loOO 
3o05 
2o8J 

10o8J 

COMMENTS 

I 
1--J 

~ 



PROGRAJ-1 
NOo 
Chemistry Research (conto) 

5311 Basic Chemistry Research1 
Part B 

5361 Applied Chemistry Research 

Reactor and Accelerator O~ration 

5731 Electron Synchrotron 

5741 184-inch Cyclotron 

5751 Linear Accelerator 

6300 Biology and Medicine 

6400 Biological Research 
Part A 

6400 Biological Resear,ch 
Part B 

!~N-l10NTHS EFFORT REPORT 
S~ientific Personnel 

SUBDIVISION 

Met.als and High Temperature Thermodynamics 
Basic Chemistry, including Metal Chelates 

Process Chemistry 

Operation 

Operation 

Operation 

Internal Irradiation and Hematological 
Response 

Health Medicine 

Metabolic Properties of Various Materials 
Radio Chemistry and Radiation Chemistry 
Radioautography 

Instrumentation for Quantitative Measurements 
of Radiation 

c14 Metabolism 
Use of Radioactive Materials in Human 
Physiology and Experimenta~ Medicine 

Trace Elements and Irradiation Studies 
Radiation and Mutation Rate 
Physical Biochemistry 

Mll.N-MONTHS 
EFFORTS Grn1MENTS -=· .. 

···-

6o50 
4o50 

4o14 

4o98 

15oJJ 

9oJ5 
1 
1-' 

'f 
5o 50 1.24 Consultant 
7o61 - Man-Months 

·lOoO 
6oO 
2o0 

3ol2 Oo40 
2o07 Oo85 

0 
12o25 6o78 

~ 7o44 lo84 Hg 
2o36 Oo35 tj lr~ 

12o72 4o.32 ~ )~ 
>-31--' 
t;!~ 
t-iW 



PROORAM 
No .. 

6400 Biological Research 
Part B (Conto) 

6500 Biophysics Research 

MA.N-MONTHS EFFCJR T REPORT 
Scientific Personnel 

SUBDIVISION 

Biochemical Response to Irradiation 
Miscellaneous 
~tabolism of Lipo Protein and Lipids 
Iron Metabolism Hematopoiesis 
Metabolism of Fission Products 

Synthetic and Experimental Chemistry 
Biological Chemistr,y 
Photosynthesis Chemistry 

Biological Effects of Cosmic Radiation 
Health Physics 

MAN-MONTHS 
EFFORTS 

4o68 
4o90 
4o60 
.1 .. 99 

17o80 

5o62 
5o?2 
6o25 

2o04 
lo742 

COMMENTS 

Oo25 
3o85 

12o66 
loOO 

0.,25 

c 
fTi 
("':) 
r-
> en en -..,., -rra 
0 

0 

Hg 
t:::1::U 
~) 
1-31-' 
~~ 
t"t\.>J 
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